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DEAR VALUED CONNECTIONS, 
GREETINGS FROM VDOIT TEAM!

Thank you to all who have supported vDoIT
on its way to success, We are very proud of
what we’ve achieved together. As our
progress is rewarding, we are very excited
to maintain this trajectory. We truly believe
our passion will help us build on the solid
business foundation we’ve laid with
commitment, respect and a sustainable
approach, during these 7 years.
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Annual Celebration
Celebrating 7 years of vDoIT it’s all
about our employees, our customers
and partners – people who made
company’s success possible. We are
very grateful to all employees for their
dedication and patience, for delivering
quality to our customers and for
making vDoIT a joint family. Moreover,
it is a great pleasure to cooperate with
all of our stakeholders. Due to their
confidence and trust, vDoIT is being
recognized in the market as one of the
most recognised agile organization of
the world which believes in constant
innovation and value addition.
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When vDoIT was founded back in 2015, we were a small team in a

challenging business environment, but with a well-defined vision,

confident and eager to grow. After 7 years of hard work, we

remained just as ambitious as we started, however we gained more

experience, strengthened our skills and our collaborations.
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Interview of the Month

WHICH PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE DO YOU THINK IS THE BEST
FOR BACK-END DEVELOPMENT?

I have worked with different backend languages like c, c++, c#, node.js,
and PHP. Every language has its advantages and disadvantages. I found
PHP to be very easy to learn, however currently node.Js is in demand. 

 
WHAT ARE THE QUALITIES ANY GOOD BACKEND DEVELOPER
MUST POSSESS?

Being a developer one must be cool-minded and need to think out of
the box. Every day there is a new challenge that a developer has to
achieve and one must never feel discouraged if code has bugs as one
can never learn without failing. Moreover, every developer should have
the zeal to learn to sustain in the IT industry as technology is updating
every day and competition is very hard. 

WHAT DO YOU FIND HARDEST ABOUT CODING?

I feel coding is fun and you will not find anything hard if you enjoy doing
it. 

WHAT IS YOUR APPROACH TO DEBUGGING?

I always try to check the flow of code at first. Once I know the flow of
code I try to debug the code by debug bar or by adding a simple dd()
method to check if the data is coming as per requirement. 
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IF YOU HAVE TO DELIVER NEGATIVE FEEDBACK TO MEMBERS OF
YOUR DEVELOPMENT TEAM, HOW WOULD YOU DO IT?

In development either you attain 100% or 0. If the code does not work
as expected the client will never come back to our company. So
delivering the right feedback to the developer is a must. If you are a
good developer then you must be able to handle criticism. I generally
tell truth to the face and I don't feel any issues while letting know my
team how's the code, is if it's good then it will increase the confidence
of the developer and if its not good then it will help the developer to
improve. 

TELL US ABOUT A TIME WHEN YOU RECEIVED CRITICISM ABOUT
YOUR WORK AND HOW YOU HANDLED IT.

Criticism is the best way to improve yourself. If you can handle criticism
then nobody can stop you to succeed in your life. I take criticism as a
boon to my career. Only because of this I have become independent
and more responsible towards coding. Some people quit their path
because of criticism but that's not why you choose this career, to quit.
Right?
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